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MATERIAL BECOMING OF FORMS 

SUMMARY 

Actualization of design in architecture is through materials. In other words, materials 
are the physical expressions of designs through which form emerges. However, in 
traditional practice, material expressions are implemented after the abstract design 
process that also includes the creation of form. Material is treated as a static 
phenomenon on which the form is applied upon. The digital tools that designers use 
also strengthen this abstract formalization that does not take into consideration the 
becoming of form through material behavior and properties. 
Motivated by these problems, this thesis proposes a design process where both 
abstraction and materialization is valued equally as to reciprocally impact each other 
in design to foster creativity. Creativity is taken as the driving force that lead to the 
creation of form within the context of the thesis. The creation of form is triggered as 
much by the designers’ abstractions of the design problem as by the dynamic 
material, which in itself has potentials to take form. 
Firstly, material becoming of form is inquired with regard to philosophical issues 
concerning reality, materiality and their abstractions. As a result, new materialism as 
an approach to matter is introduced to draw abstraction and materialization together. 
New materialism, a term coined by DeLanda from readings of Deleuze’s philosophy 
on existence and materiality, proposes that matter has itself the potentials of taking 
form (2009). 
Later, two methods named as design through abstraction (DtA) and design through 
materialization (DtM) are introduced to develop a perspective into evaluating 
existing design approaches in practice through design history. It is seen that the 
present processes separate the two methods. Therefore, a conjunct design process is 
put forth, where neither method has priority over the other. Hence both can feed from 
each in search of creativity and emergence. 
Within this framework, a design process is devised to test the arguments of the 
thesis. A physical model setup, where plaster is cast in a rigid mold in the x and y 
axes and elastic in the z axis, is setup. While experimenting with plaster to 
understand material properties that affect the becoming of form, its computational 
manipulation is sought via visual schemas. The proposed process does not rely on 
static instances of designs but on duration and continuous flux where forms emerge 
from material behaviors. 
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OLUŞ HALİNDEKİ BİÇİMLERDE MALZEMENİN 
HESAPLANABİLİRLİĞİ 

ÖZET 

Mimarlıkta tasarımın gerçekleştirilmesi malzemeler üzerinden yapılmaktadır. Diğer 
bir deyişle, malzemeler formun belirmesini sağlayan tasarımın fiziksel ifadeleridir; 
ancak geleneksel tasarım pratiğinde malzeme ifadeleri soyut tasarım sürecinden, 
diğer bir deyişle formun yaratılmasından, sonra deneyimlenirler. Üzerine formun 
uygulandığı statik oluşlar olarak işlenirler. Tasarımcıların kullandığı sayısal araçlar 
da formun oluşumu sürecinde malzeme özellikleri ve davranışlarını hesaba katmayan 
bu soyut biçimselliği güçlendirirler. 
Bu kaygılardan yola çıkarak araştırma, tasarımda yaratıcılığı besleyecek şekilde 
soyutlama ve maddeleştirmenin eşit olarak değer verildiği bir tasarım süreci 
öngörmektedir. Tez bağlamında yaratıcılık, biçimin yaratımına neden olan tetikleyici 
güç olarak ele alınmıştır. Biçimin yaratılması, tasarımcının tasarım problemini 
soyutlaması kadar dinamik olan ve kendi başına da biçim alma özellikleri olan 
malzemeyi ele alış şeklinden de etkilenmektedir. 
Tez, Bergson’un (1912) ortaya koyduğu bir şeyi bilmenin iki farklı yönteminden 
yola çıkarak soyutlama ve malzemeye uygulama savlarını ortaya koymaktadır. 
Birinci yöntem nesnenin etrafından dolanarak onu bilmeyi getirmektedir. Bu yöntem 
temsillere ve sembollere dayandığından görecelidir. Her seferinde nesnenin bir halini 
ele aldığı için durağan oluşları tanımlayabilmektedir. İkinci yöntem ise nesnenin 
içine girmeyi gerektirmektedir. Böylece bu bilgi edinme yöntemi nesneye dair 
oluşturulan bakış açılarına ve sembollere dayanmayıp mutlak bilgi vermektedir. 
Nesne kendi içinde sürekli dönüştüğünden de devingen oluşumları tanımlamak 
mümkün olmaktadır. Ayrıca hareket kavramı Bergson’da önemli bir yere sahiptir. 
Objenin statik olmadığını, devamlı akış halinde olduğunu ve her zaman bir oluş 
içinde olduğunu anlatmaktadır. 

Tez üç bölümden oluşmaktadır. İlk bölümde gerçekliği, maddeselliği ve bunların 
soyutlanmasını dert edinen felsefi konular araştırılmaktadır. İkinci bölümde tasarım 
pratiği üzerinden tarihsel süreçte soyutlama ve maddeselleştirmenin arasındaki ilişki 
araştırılmakta ve teze konu olan tasarım süreci yöntemi ortaya konmaktadır. Üçüncü 
bölümde ise tartışılan konular yazar tarafından geliştirilen bir tasarım üzerinden 
deneyimlenmektedir. 

İlk bölümde felsefi çerçevede gerçekliği ve maddeselliği ele alan yaklaşımlar 
araştırılmaktadır. Maddeye oluşum özgürlüğü verip onun kendi potansiyeli 
doğrultusunda biçim almasına izin veren yeni materyalizm kavramı üzerinde 
durulmaktadır. Yeni materyalizm DeLanda tarafından 1990’lı yıllarda ortaya atılan 
Deleuze’ün felsefi dünyasını tanımlamak için kullandığı terimdir. Yeni 
materyalizmde madde dinamik olarak görülmekte ve onun soyutlamaları da bu 
dinamikliği içerecek şekilde  tariflenmektedir. Deleuze’ün terminolojisinde yeni 
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materyalizmi destekleyen çok katlılık, uçuş çizgileri ve tekillik kavramları birlik, 
yaratıcılık ve emsalsizliği tariflemek için kullanılmaktadır. 
Bu bölümde ayrıca maddenin intensif ve ekstensif özellikleri üzerinden malzeme 
morfogenezine izin veren özelliklerinden bahsedilmektedir. Morfogenezin ortaya 
çıktığı uzay tanımlanmakta ve bu uzayda malzemenin yüzeyi ve formu deneyleme 
aracı olarak sunulmaktadır. 
İkinci bölümde tasarım pratiğine dönülerek soyutlama ve malzemeye uygulamanın 
tasarım süreci içinde tanımlanabilecek yöntemler olduğu ortaya konmaktadır. Bu 
bağlamda tasarım sürecine ilişkin iki farklı metot olduğu çıkarımı yapılmaktadır. Bu 
metotlar yazar tarafından soyutlayarak tasarlamak (design through abstraction; DtA) 
ve malzemeye uygulayarak tasarlamak (design through materialization: DtM) olarak 
isimlendirilmektedir. Soyutlayarak tasarlamak, tasarımcının gerçeğin bir veya daha 
çok yönünü alıp buradan gelen verilerle yaratıcılığı aradığı bir metotken malzemeye 
uygulayarak tasarlamak ise, tasarımcının fiziksel gerçeklik ile ilişkilerini 
koparmadan yaratıcılığı aradığı bir metottur. 

Tasarım sürecinde yöntem olarak DtA ve DtM kullanılması tarihsel bir süreçte 
incelenmekte ve buna bağlı olarak bu iki metodun entegre olarak kullanıldığı bir 
tasarım süreci yöntemi ön görülmektedir. Bu yöntemde iki metodun birbirine 
üstünlüğünün olmadığı ve tasarımda yaratıcılık ve belirme arayışında birbirlerinden 
beslenecekleri önerilmektedir. 
Üçüncü bölümde ise bahsedilen yöntemi araştırmak üzere dinamik oluşum sürecini 
içeren bir dizi fiziksel deney ve buradan elde edilen bilgilerin soyutlanması 
önerilmektedir. Fiziksel deneylerde alçının başta akışkanlık olmak üzere, malzeme 
özelliklerinden yararlanılarak elastik kalıp içinde alacağı biçim araştırılmıştır. Alçı 
donmadan önce akışkan olduğundan dinamikliği içinde barındırmaktadır. Kauçuk 
lateks kalıp da üstüne  güç uygulandığında esneyebildiğinden dinamiktir. 
Çalışmada malzeme dinamizmini anlamak için ‘yüzey’ kullanılmaktadır. Maddenin 
yüzeyi, onun tasarımcıyla kurduğu arayüzdür. Yüzeyin bir ara kesiti de yüzeyle aynı 
özellikleri sergilediğinden bu kesit soyutlanmaktadır. Kesit, öklit olmayan 
geometriler üzerinden dönüm noktaları ile minimum ve maksimum noktalar 
kullanılarak eğrisellik üzerinden incelenmektedir. Öklit olmayan geometrilerin bir 
başka özelliği de tanımlanmaları için kendilerinden daha üst bir uzaya ihtiyaç 
duymamaları ve soyutlamayı gerçekliğe daha yakın kılmalarıdır. 

Bu araçları kullanarak biçimin malzeme üzerinden oluşum sürecini incelemede 
görsel şemalardan yararlanılmaktadır. Görsel şemalar genellemeler oldukları için 
görsel kurallarda olduğu gibi uygulanmaları için kuralın sağ tarafının önceden 
bilinmesi gerekmemektedir. Malzeme belirsizliğinde sağ tarafın bilinmesi zaten 
imkansızdır. Bu durumda Görsel şemalar tasarımcının malzemeden edindiği bilgileri 
görsel olarak hesaplanabilir kılmasını sağlamaktadır. Malzeme özelliklerinden ortaya 
çıkan oluşumları tasarım için kullanabileceği bir görsellik boyutuna çekmektedir. 
Malzemenin biçimsel olarak hesaplanabilirliğinin sağlanması, onu sayısal ortama da 
aktarılmaya yaklaştırmaktadır. 
Fiziksel deneylerde kalıp x ve y akslarında katı olarak kullanılmakta ve z aksında ise 
esnek kalıp ile birlikte form alması sağlanmaktadır. Formu tarifleyebilmek için 
tasarımcı tarafından esnek kalıp altına dayanaklar konulmaktadır. İki farklı deney 
ortamı hazırlanmaktadır: 1) sabit dayanaklı statik olarak adlandırılan deneyler, 2) 
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belli bir aralık içinde sönümlenerek hareket eden dayanaklı dinamik olarak 
adlandırılan deneyler. 
Deneylerin statik ve dinamik olarak tariflenmesi tez için önemli görülmektedir. 
Statik deneylerde formun alacağı şekil tam olarak bilinemese de önceden bir 
öngörüye sahip olunabilir; ancak dinamik deneylerde dayanağın yeri sürekli 
değiştiğinden alçının kurumaya başladığı noktada bulunduğu konum ve taradığı alan 
önem kazanmaya başlamaktadır. Bu nedenle de önceden öngörülemeyen, belirmeye 
daha çok izin veren bir yapıya sahip olması sağlanmaktadır. 
Her iki deney düzeneği için kalıp sistemleri, deneyden çıkan kesitler, bu kesitlerin 
görsel kurallar üzerinden soyutlanması ve  malzemeye bağlı oluş süreçlerinin sayısal 
ortama aktarılabilmesi için kesitin dönüm, minimum ve maksimum noktaları 
üzerinden okuması yapılmaktadır. 
 





 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Figure 1.1: Unique Forms of Continuity in Space sculpture by Umberto Boccioni, 
1913 (URL 1) 

In traditional design practice, designers usually consider the design process as 

composed of conceptualization of ideas via abstract representations. They tend to 

take aspects of real entities, which they want to or need to tackle with, and convert 

them into abstractions, explain them through symbols that take place of reality or 

physicality. However, the products of their designs find their place in a material 

world. Due to the conventional linear flow of design and production, the latter 

following the former, materials are given the shape of premeditated abstract designs; 
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as if they are tamed. It is neglected most of the time that materials have tendencies of 

taking shape due to their internal properties. 

This research aims to focus on this intermediary area between form and matter where 

the exchange of information between them is continuous and the process is dynamic; 

one feeds of the other. 

DeLanda (2009) explains this intermediary area with reference to Deleuze’s 

philosophy, where materials are accepted to have morphogenetic potentials of their 

own. DeLanda coins the approach new materialism. 

The design process needs to be reevaluated within the framework of form and matter. 

The thesis postulates two methods of designing: (1) design through abstraction and 

(2) design through materialization. The former is signified by conceptualizing 

realities and the latter is signified by realizations without conceptualization. Yet the 

designer needs to deal with both, since her/his works exists both in abstract and 

material realm. Therefore, the thesis proposes a design process that brings together 

both. 

Within this framework, a series of experiments with a material, namely plaster, is 

devised to understand how becoming of form is affected by the fluid material 

properties of the plaster. Visual schemas of sections of plaster forms are derived, 

since design activity within the scope of this thesis essentially relies on seeing. Then, 

references of a computational model, which takes its inputs from physical 

experiments and visual schemas, is gathered from the sections in order the construct 

a digital model where the forms can be manipulated. 

In order to work with materials, it is important to investigate and operate on them to 

establish the appropriate grounds to evaluate them. It is a delicate issue, since 

understanding a physical entity is prone to contemplating on it with symbolic 

abstractions that overlooks the uniqueness of each situation. 

Bergson (1912) points out that there are two ways of knowing things.  One is by 

moving around the object which depends on the point of view of a person and relies 

on the symbols that the person expresses herself/himself with. The other is by 

entering into the object, eliminating the possibility of relative points of view and 

symbols and come with them. While the first one suggests making analysis and 

creating rigid, static concepts that go with the analysis, the latter relies on intuition to 
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know something. Its inexpressibility renders it to cross any ready concepts and 

abstractions to search for the uniqueness and essentiality in the object. The object 

then is not in a static state, there is a continuous flux and mobility in its becoming. 

This mobility necessitates the dimension of duration in observation. There are 

infinitely many possible states, whose beginning or ending cannot be defined (as 

opposed to concepts which are frozen in time). Entailing duration, movement is 

another term with which it is possible to define the becoming. Movement has some 

properties that differentiates it from immobility; 1) it is possible to appoint possible 

stoppages in a movement, however, it is not possible to construct movement by 

connecting these stoppages, 2) a movement cannot be superposed on an immobility, 

3) One should accustom herself / himself to look upon the movement as simplest and 

clearest, immobility can be the extreme limit of the slowing down of movement. 

Boccioni’s fascination with duration and movement aligns with Bergson’s 

philosophy (Thomas, 2013). He aims to capture matter in flux in his sculptures. The 

movement of the body is cast as juxtapositions of duration (Figure 1.1). 

Throughout the thesis, similar to the introduction, the reader will encounter 

classifications and categorizations of two mutually existing bodies. Although these 

entities may seem to create dualities, the sole of purpose of classifying dichotomies 

in each and every topic is only to be able identify them so that they can be brought 

together. 

The thesis can be read in two parts. The first part, comprising of chapters 2 and 3, is 

concerned with the context of the study both philosophically and practically. The 

second part of the thesis gives the methodology of experimentation, describes the 

devised plaster experiments and their computational implementations via visual 

schemas and comprises chapter 4. 

Chapter 2 introduces philosophical approaches to existence and reality. Among these 

approaches, new materialism, a term coined by DeLanda in the 1990’s in reference to 

Deleuze’s philosophy, is explained in detail as a dynamic way of looking at material 

and its abstractions. Deleuze’s terminology, multiplicities, line of flight, and 

singularities, are revisited here to provide a reference, context for the notions of 

unity, creativity and uniqueness of each situation. Then, material properties are 

categorized as intensive and extensive, which give way to the introduction of 

material morphogenesis. The surface of the matter and form is proposed as the 
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instrument of experimentation and as the space of morphogenesis since surface is the 

boundary of matter and form and it is the interface between the two and the designer. 

Chapter 3 historically revisits the practice of design to propose a categorization of 

methods into two: design through abstraction (from here on DtA) and design through 

materialization (from here on DtM). The history of designing is evaluated within 

these categories to pinpoint the milestones that change the importance given to one 

or the other in the process. This analysis leads to a model that values both methods 

equally. 

Chapter 4 is composed of two parts. The first part presents the methodology, the 

tools and relevant literature review. Three topics are covered here: designing with 

fluid materials, visual schemas as a way of computing with forms and a digital tool 

that takes its inputs from physical material behavior to let becoming of forms. 

Design experiments are presented in the second part. Here, the experiments are 

introduced in two categories: the becoming form of plaster cast in static elastic molds 

and another set of experiments where plaster is cast in dynamic elastic molds. 

Emergence in static molds is limited to the depth of the plaster section. In order to 

increase emergence aspect and indeterminacy of material behavior dynamic molds 

are presented. Each category is composed of the explanation of the molds, visual 

schemas derived from the section of cast plaster and digital models constructed using 

these visual schemas. 

Chapter 5 gives the concluding remarks about the research presented in the thesis for 

future studies and make suggestions about possible enhancements to improve the 

findings of the work. 
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2. PHILOSOPHICAL ISSUES  - BEING AND BECOMING 

Form and matter in reality does not presuppose any hierarchy; they exist together. 

Reality is not static; it is a duration that is dynamic. Matter and form, therefore, each 

constitute a continuous dynamic becoming that is affected by one other. Focillon 

(1948) tackles with the relationship of matter and form within the framework of 

reality: 

In my approach to the problem of the life of forms in matter, I do not mean to 

separate the one concept from the other, and if I use the two terms “form” and 

“matter” individually, it is not to give an objective reality to a highly abstract 

procedure, but is, on the contrary, in order to display the constant, 

indissoluble, irreducible character of a true and genuine union. If we will hold 

this notion in mind, it will be seen that form does not behave as some 

superior principle modelling a passive mass, for it is plainly observable how 

matter imposes its own form upon form. Also it is not a question of matter 

and of form in the abstract, but of many kinds of actual matters or substances 

– numerous, complex, visible, weighty – produced by nature, but not natural 

in and of themselves. (Focillon, 1948) 

Emphasis on matter and form in reality raises questions about the validity of 

abstractions; however, it is a known fact that in order to be able to solve problems in 

science based on real data or to be able to construct a building, abstractions are 

inseparable part of the process. Then, it is crucial to investigate how these 

abstractions can be derived from materiality.  

An investigation into constructing appropriate abstractions begins with questioning 

how one relates itself to reality because the type of abstractions one puts forward 

about matter is directly related to her/his positions about reality. These abstractions 

and materializations have another implication for design professions different than 

for science. Designers seek creativity and emergence in their design processes; they 

do not solely aim to explain reality. Intermingling design through abstraction (DtA) 
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and design through materialization (DtM) in a dynamic process can provide the 

novelty s/he is looking in design. 

2.1 Searching for Existence and Reality 

Matter is the basis of all that exists; it comprises the potentiality of 

everything, but of itself is not actually anything. A determinate thing only 

comes into being when the potentiality in matter is converted into actuality. 

This is achieved by form, the idea existent not as one outside the many, but as 

one in the many, the completion of the potentiality latent in the matter. 

- Aristotle, Peripatetic School (335 BC) 

There are three conceptions of philosophies about the existence of reality in the 

world. Some philosophers relate reality with mind, and suggest that reality does not 

exist independently from the human mind. Other philosophers make a differentiation 

between everyday experience and unobservable relations such as physical forces and 

unobservable entities such as electrons. In this type of relationship of existence and 

reality, only observable is granted mind-independent existences while others remain 

mind-dependent. Philosophers in the last category attribute a full mind-independent 

existence to reality which objects to human centered views (DeLanda, 2002). 

Phenomenologists, who fall under the first category, propose that the human being 

creates the world in her / his mind through language or concepts. Therefore, they 

believe that the world exists dependent on the human mind. On the other hand, 

realists, who fall under the third category, propose that the world exists 

independently of the human’s mind. Although there is a consensus in this category 

about mind-independence there are different approaches to the contents of this kind 

of reality. 

Moving to a more mind-independent view on reality, the essentialist philosophy 

suggests that the world is thought to be composed of fully formed objects which 

possess identities that they acquire through essences. Essences are fundamental traits 

without which an object would not be what it is; they are core sets of properties that 

define what these objects are. Since all objects of the same kind possess the same 

essences and these objects be what they are through these essences, essences can be 

thought as another form of transcendental concepts (DeLanda, 2002). Primarily Plato 
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and after Aristotle’s views on matter and form are both essentialist in the aspect that 

the potential of becoming things come from not within the object itself but from the 

essences, i.e. ideals, they possess. 

Phenomenologist and essentialists do not give matter and form full becoming 

independence. In the design world they can be interpreted as designers’ intentions 

and abstractions of what reality holds as the drivers of design process. 

Since the thesis seeks for the material becoming beyond concepts, abstractions and 

symbols, it aims to give matter the independence to become forms. Therefore, it 

constructs a background on the new materialist philosophy, which is derived from 

DeLanda’s readings of Deleuze’s world. 

2.2 New Materialism 

Materialist philosophy does not rely on essences for objects to be what they are. 

However, it still attributes a timeless existence and static understanding of objects. 

These materialistic ideas about materiality came into being in seventeenth century 

with Descartes, who defined matter as constituting “length, breadth and thickness; as 

extended, uniform, and inert”. His Cartesian geometry to measure reality 

complemented a Euclidean and Newtonian understanding of nature. With the 

introduction of non-Euclidean mathematics developed by Gauss, Lobachevsky-

Bolyai, Riemann and Klein in the nineteenth century and the relative understanding 

of space by Einstein in the early twentieth century, the Cartesian model is contested 

as a limiting, “conceptual and practical domination of nature” (Coole & Frost, 2010). 

Defining each state of matter discretely, the materialist approach to nature does not 

comprehend the dynamic, transient movements and becomings of matter. The 

Cartesian model relies on distinct definitions of forms; it does not allow continuous 

formations. 

DeLanda (2002) argues that Deleuze’s materialism does not rely on static 

understanding of objects and therefore coins the term new materialism in the second 

half of 1990’s (Dolphijn & Tuin, 2012) based on Deleuze’s philosophy of dynamical 

processes that define the identity of objects through time. He states that matter has 

morphogenetic potentials of its own (DeLanda, 2009). Through morphogenesis, 
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matter is always charged and with the exterior and the interior forces it has becoming 

tendencies of its own. 

Deleuze’s concepts of multiplicities, line of flight and singularities contextualize how 

new materialism can be interpreted in design. 

The concept of multiplicities plays an important role in Deleuze’s philosophy to 

explain dynamic processes and morphogenesis. DeLanda (2002) states “multiplicities 

specify the structure of spaces of possibilities, spaces which, in turn, explain the 

regularities exhibited by morphogenetic processes”. In a way, multiplicities replace 

essences, which are timeless idealizations, by historical processes, which make“to 

replace timeless categories by historical processes”. 

The theory of multiplicities comes from the Riemannian concept of n-dimensional 

surfaces or spaces. Since n-dimensions are not bound to a definite dimension, it 

encompasses the whole study of space. The two important aspects of a Deleuzian 

space is therefore: the changeable number of dimensions and the absence of extrinsic 

higher dimensions to define and situate things in space (Plotnitsky, 2009). 

Line of flight is a concept in Deleuze’s discourse that is relevant to state where the 

designer is situated in new materialistic approach. On lines of flight Deleuze and 

Parnet states: 

A flight is a sort of delirium. To be delirious is exactly to go off the rails (as 

in déconner – to say absurd things, etc.). There is something demonaical or 

demonic in a line of flight. Demons are different from gods, because gods 

have fixed attributes, properties and functions, territories and codes: they 

have to do with rails, boundaries and surveys. What demons do is jump 

across intervals, and from one interval to another. (Deleuze and Parnet, 1977) 

Ballantyne (2007) emphasizes that open flux of possibilities that Deleuze and 

Guattari describe as lines of flight attracts architects who explore forms for their 

buildings. Line of flight reminds of the moment before when the form exists and 

when everything is possible to emerge. Departing from this emphasis and Deleuze 

and Parnet’s explanation, line of flight can be interpreted as the creative moment. 

Deleuze and Guattari (1987) explain the connection of line of flight to multiplicities 

as, together with the outside, line of flight (the abstract line) being the definer of 
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multiplicities “according to which they change in nature and connect with other 

multiplicities”. 

For multiplicities, the change in nature is acquired through singularities. On 

singularities, Deleuze states: 

Singularities are turning points and points of inflection; bottlenecks, knots, 

foyers, and centers; points of fusion, condensation and boiling; points of tears 

and joy, sickness and health, hope and anxiety, ‘sensitive points’ . . . [Yet, a 

singularity] is essentially pre-individual, non-personal, and a-conceptual. It is 

quite indifferent to the individual and the collective, the personal and the 

impersonal, the particular and the general – and to their oppositions. 

Singularity is neutral. (Deleuze, 1969) 

Bringing together all three concepts of multiplicities, line of flight and singularities 

together it is possible to construct a role for the designer in the new materialist 

perspective. The role of the designer is to define any process of becoming form of 

matter when everything is possible. In the becoming of form, what changes the 

nature of the multiplicity is the singularity that is defined by either the designer or the 

material properties. 

2.3 Extensive and Intensive Material Properties 

Different materials have different properties with which they are defined. When they 

undergo form changes they behave according to these properties and take new forms. 

Through which processes and/or activities they undergo dynamic form changes – not 

what are told to be – is the decision made by the designer according to how s/he aims 

to explore reality through abstraction. 

There are two types of properties pertinent to materials: intensive properties and 

extensive properties. While extensive properties are quantitative, intensive properties 

can be both quantitative and/or qualitative. Intensive and extensive properties of 

matter are derived from thermodynamic properties (Lewis & Randall, 1923). 

Extensive properties of a matter are the ones that are essentially metric and do 

change if the amount of matter changes such as length, breadth and thicknesses, 

volume, mass. However, they can be non-metric quantities as well such as energy 

and entropy. One significant quality of extensive properties is that they can be added 
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up or divided in a simple way (DeLanda, 2002). For example, if a volume were 

divided to two halves, the ending two volumes would have the same properties as the 

original one. Reiser and Umemoto (2006) extend these properties for architecture to 

include codes and rules, constraints, modulation, movement and time (Figure 2.1). 

Intensive properties of a matter are properties such as temperature, pressure, density, 

color, pleasure/pain (DeLanda, 2002) and duration, speed/slowness (Reiser & 

Umemoto, 2006), which are qualitative and/or quantitative (Figure 2.1). As opposed 

to extensive properties, intensive properties cannot be simply operated on. These 

properties do not depend on the amount of matter, therefore a simple division or an 

addition of amounts does not yield to a directly proportional increase or decrease. 

Physicists describe the operation of intensive properties with average. For example, 

if two bodies with different temperatures are mixed, the temperature of the product is 

not the sum of the two temperatures but it is the average of them (DeLanda, 2002). 

 

Figure 2.1: Extensive properties (left) and intensive properties (right) (Reiser & 
Umemoto, 2006) 

Difference is a key concept in Deleuze’s philosophy in places he mentions Bergson. 

Deleuze distinguishes among difference between two separate things and difference 

in itself of the same thing. Signifying the difference between two things is made; it is 

not natural. However, difference in itself comes from the nature of things (Deleuze, 

1994). 
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A significant outcome of a comparison of intensive and extensive properties is how 

they treat difference.While extensive difference distinguishes between “one fully 

formed individual from another” (destructive by nature), intensive difference 

explains the gradual (gradients) or sharp fluctuations within one body, “forming the 

basis of simple processes of individuation” (productive by nature) (Delanda, 2002).  

Therefore, intensive properties are of consideration for Deleuze to describe 

morphogenesis, which will be discussed in detail in the next title: 

Difference is not diversity. Diversity is given, but difference is that by which 

the given is given … Difference is not phenomenon but the nuomenon closest 

to the phenomenon … Every phenomenon refers to an inequality by which it 

is conditioned. Every diversity and every change refers to a difference which 

is its sufficient reason. Everything which happens and everything which 

appears is correlated with orders of differences: differences of level, 

temperature, pressure, tension, potential, difference of intensity. (Deleuze, 

1994) 

The study of the individual shows two properties: one that has definite number of 

properties (extensive and qualitative) and other that has “indefinite number of 

capacities to affect and to be affected by the other individuals” (DeLanda, 2002). 

Deleuze places further emphasis on these indivisible and indefinite properties to play 

role in the changing nature of matter: 

What is the significance of … indivisible distances that are ceaselessly 

transformed, and cannot be divided or transformed without their elements 

changing in nature each time? Is it not the intensive character of this kind of 

multiplicity's elements and the relations between them? Exactly like a speed 

or a temperature, which is not composed of other speeds and temperatures but 

rather is enveloped in or envelops others, each of which marks a change in 

nature. The metrical principle of these multiplicities is not to be found in a 

homogeneous milieu but resides elsewhere, in forces at work within them, in 

physical phenomena inhabiting them… (Deleuze, Guattari, 1987) 

In design, it is the play of extensive and intensive properties what lets new forms of 

matter emerge. Reiser and Umemoto (2006) explains this non-hierarchical yet crucial 

coexistence of intensive and extensive properties of matter as the core of creativity 

for architecture: 
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Geometry derived from fields of intensive difference in matter can be used 

generatively. These gradient fields are understood as transscalar and flexible 

but in order to operate architecturally must be scaled precisely by being 

brought into relationship with extensive models. The creative tendency of 

intensive fields and the codifying tendency of extensive fields do not merely 

work in succession. Like working drawings following creative sketches, there 

must be reciprocity between the two. Extensive units form limits, tympanum 

against which the creative forces in the intensive space resound. While such 

limits are not creative in and of themselves, they make novelty possible 

through the function of their constraints. (Reiser & Umemoto, 2006) 

2.4 Morphogenesis 

Menges describes natural morphogenesis as: 

[…] the process of growth and evolutionary development, [which] generates 

systems that derive complex articulation, specific gestalt and performative 

capacity through the interaction of system intrinsic material characteristics as 

well as external stimuli of environmental forces and influences. Thus 

formation and materialisation are always inherently and inseparably related in 

natural morphogenesis. (Menges, 2007) 

DeLanda underlines the difference between essentialist morphogenesis and 

morphogenesis in Deleuze’s world (2002). 

In essentialist morphogenesis, physical entities are viewed as realizations of idealized 

forms and they acquire these forms through essences, the process of which is not 

clearly explained. Thompson’s (1942) seminal work, which is referred to by many 

researcher of morphogenesis in the field of architecture, On Growth and Form 

presents many examples of such morphogenesis. Two of those examples are: 1) two 

spiral shell whose differences and variations are neglected and turned into a perfect 

mathematically formulated spiral, and 2) mapping of bone structures on a grid where 

the variations of their form are reduced to stretching the said grid (Figure 2.2 and 

Figure 2.3). He tries to idealize natural morphogenesis with mathematical formula, 

while getting rid of the uniqueness, irregularity and singularity of each becoming. 

Like other theoreticians of materialism, he argues that idealism is the core of science: 
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“[…] numerical precision is the very soul of science, and its attainment affords the 

best, perhaps the only criterion of the truth of theories and the correctness of 

experiments.” (Thompson, 1942) 

 

Figure 2.2: Two examples of spiral shells and a diagram of another one (Thompson, 
1942) 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Mapping of two skull forms (Thompson, 1942) 

This kind of knowing falls into the first category of Bergson’s description (Bergson, 

1912). It makes analysis and abstractions of nature and uses symbols to explain it. 

However, to be able to understand how matter works one needs a metaphysical 

approach towards it, i.e. one that get rids of symbols, different points of views and 

translations of it to possess the original 

Morphogenesis in DeLanda’s description of Deleuze’s world is constructed on such 

premise. It is the intensive differences in matter that creates the morphogenetic 

potentials of becoming (DeLanda, 2002). 

One important reference to morphogenesis, yet neglected by many researchers, is 

Turing’s study. Turing’s (1952) explanation of morphogenesis shares a similar view 

with Deleuze’s. In his work, The Chemical Basis of Morphogenesis, Turing defines 
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morphogens, which react together and diffuse through a tissue, as the cause of 

morphogenesis. He describes morphogens as “form producers”. In the case of 

organisms, from an embryonic stage, when homogeneity prevails, there occur some 

deviations (diffusion of morphogens are responsible for this phenomena) that lead 

the system to reach a state of instability. When the system reaches instability, there 

tend to grow irregularities. A recent article proves that Turing’s approach of 

morphogens works on mouse digits. When a particular morphogen is reduced the 

mouse form lacks differentiation as digits (Figure 2.4). Morphogens act similar to 

singularities of Deleuze; they are both form generators which initiate form changes 

in matter or organisms. 

 

Figure 2.4: Reduction of distal hox (a type of morphogen) dosage causing 
connection at the tip of the digits and becoming more evident as Gli3 
copies are removed (Sheth et al., 2012) 

Within the framework of the thesis, morphogenesis can be described as the 

differentiation of form of matter in relation to the properties that the matter 

embodies. It is principally observed physically as a phenomenon and then abstracted 

as close to reality as possible for scientific studies. 

2.5 The space of morphogenesis 
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Similar to the duality of materialism and new materialism, extensive properties and 

intensive properties, diversity and difference, unity and multiplicity, the construction 

of space in Deleuze’s world is described with the dichotomy of striated and smooth. 

Deleuze and Guattari (1987) base their theory of multiplicities, on which the smooth 

space is described, in how Bergson handles duration. Bergson “presents duration as a 

type of multiplicity as opposed to metric multiplicity or the multiplicity of 

magnitude”. 

The noteworthy difference between striated space and smooth space is that when 

former space goes from static moments to duration the latter defines a dynamic 

duration where static moments can be derived from. 

Since the thesis aims to explain computability of material behavior, it is necessary to 

explain how geometry is conceived in both striated space and smooth space. Deleuze 

and Guattari (1987) explain the basic geometrical differences with points, lines, 

surfaces and space itself. 

In striated space, points are the core of the geometry; they are the preliminary 

constraints of geometric constructions. All other geometric entities are derivatives of 

these point constraints. Therefore, a line is the distance between two points and a 

surface is defined by “intervals, assigned breaks” (as points). Surface is 

homogeneous with its predefined points. The space of striation is, consequently, is a 

conceptualized space that belongs to the coordinate system of Euclidean geometry. 

When geometry in this space is defined, it is not possible to create derivatives of it 

due to its static nature and the definition of the geometry always necessitates a pre-

defined extrinsic encompassing space to bound it1.  

Smooth space, on the other hand, is essentially dynamic. Vectors and trajectories 

define the smooth space. Hence, geometrically, a line is a vector or trajectory itself 

and infinitely many number of points can be derived from this continuous trajectory. 

Surface is as well an open, non-homogeneous construct where one can “distribute” 

points on it. The smooth space is, consequently, non-Euclidean. It does not aim to 

conceptualize space with projections of it on a coordinate system. Deleuze and 

Guattari (1987) explain smooth space with Riemann’s multiplicities: “Each 

                                                
1 See DeLanda, M. (2012). The Mathematics of the Virtual. In Intensive Science and Virtual 
Philosophy. London, New York: Continuum. 9-13. 
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multiplicity is defined by n determinations”. Riemann defines n dimensional spaces 

that do not require a higher bounding space to define them. Therefore, the space of 

any geometry in smooth space is the geometry itself, intrinsically defined in its open 

space2. 

2.6 Surface as the Boundary of Matter and Form 

The thesis aims to identify how form can be studied with regard to matter. At this 

point, surface is seen as the mediator between the two. 

As Deleuze expresses “the interior is only a selected exterior, and the exterior a 

projected interior” (Deluze, 1988). What lies between the exterior and the interior is 

the surface of the matter. It is an interface that reflects the interior to exterior, or vice 

versa. It is temporal in the becoming of form. What is more crucial about surface is 

that it is the tangible form of the perpetual becoming matter that one can feel, touch, 

and see. 

Cache (1995) studies formation with regard to Deleuzian idea of vectors and 

singularities, starting with topography. Vectors are forces that change the landform in 

topography (Figure 2.5). 

Cache emphasizes that singularities that are not given points but they are a collection 

of points that is defined on a curve. Studying the diagrams, he suggests that there are 

two types of singularities that occur on curves: extrinsic and intrinsic singularity. 

While the extrinsic singularities are observable minima and maxima points, which 

are tangent to the curve at the top and at the bottom, the intrinsic singularities are the 

inflection points of the curve. These inflection points have no curvature; they do not 

suggest any top or bottom. Hence, they are the points where everything is possible: 

“[they are] an open surface in the pure light of weightlessness”. There are infinitely 

many possibilities of becoming of form when curve reaches an inflection point 

(Figure 2.6). 

                                                
2 See ibid. 
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Figure 2.5: Vectors express a way of raising the problem of topography, each 

changing the landform (Cache, 1995) 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Signifying inflection (Cache, 1995) 
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3. MODES OF DESIGNING – ABSTRACTION AND MATERIALIZATION 

The dichotomy of abstraction and materialization poses itself as a problem in how 

architects traditionally develop their designs through abstractions of realities. 

Nonetheless, the realized projects are materializations of these abstractions. In this 

type of execution of design process it is easy to overlook, if not totally neglect, the 

material context of design. Focillon (1948) emphasizes the problematic of the 

condition of architecture as well: 

… in essence and in destination, the art of architecture exerts itself in true 

space, one in which we walk and which the activity of our bodies occupies… 

The three dimensions are not simply the locus of architecture; they are also, 

like weight and equilibrium, its very material… The notions of plan, of 

structure and of mass are indissolubly united, and it is a dangerous thing to 

attempt to disjoin them. Such certainly is not my purpose, but in laying stress 

upon mass, I wish to make it immediately understood that it is never possible 

fully to comprehend architectural form in the small and abbreviated space of 

working drawings. (Focillon, 1948) 

The three dimensions described by Focillon is the physicality of architecture 

encompassing all its physical attributes. When architectural form is reduced to two 

dimensions with scale, all the physical attributes pertaining to architectural mass 

become impossible to apprehend. The traditional tools designers use to design should 

not only contain the abstractions of realities but also realities themselves. 

3.1 Design through Abstraction (DtA), Design through Materialization (DtM) 

Within the framework of the thesis, two different methods of designing are 

identified. The aim is not to separate the two methods. On the contrary, by explaining 

them within their boundaries, the aim is to bring them together in a single design 

process. 
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In design through abstraction (from here on referred to as DtA), the designer takes 

the reality, abstracts one or more aspects of it and works with these data in the search 

of creativity. 

In design through materialization (from here on referred to as DtM), the designer 

does not break ties with the physical reality of design and works with physical matter 

in search of creativity. 

The study considers any medium of design that only relates partially to the real 

existence of a design as abstraction – drawings, diagrams, models, hand sketches or 

CAD models, etc. Designers use these abstractions as representations to substitute 

reality. Echenique (1970) defines models as representations of reality where 

“representation is the expression of certain relevant characteristics of the observed 

reality and where the reality consists of the objects or systems that exist, have 

existed, or may exist”. Similarly, Dunn (2007) states "an abstraction of reality since 

it could never possibly represent the complexity of reality". Picone (2004) mentions 

about drawings and specifications that they 

“… evoke a range of material effects rather than a precise, unequivocal, and 

unique material reality. The ambiguity of architectural design reflects on 

architectural representation. Even the most convincing techniques of 

representation do not correspond fully to the experience of the built reality. 

We never see buildings in plan and elevation, to say nothing of cross section 

or the modernist axonometric view that presupposes an observer situated ad 

infinitum. One would be tempted to affirm that representation in architecture, 

as in cartography, presupposes an impossibly located observer.” (Picone, 

2004) 

Goldschmidt (1991) describes sketches as “representations of direct percepts, or 

ideas and images held in the mind”, which qualifies them as abstractions. Garcia 

(2010) defines diagram as “spatialisation of a selective abstraction and/or reduction 

of a concept or phenomenon”. Schön (1983) and Goldschmidt (1991) study sketches 

and drawings with respect to designer’s design process to conclude that designers use 

these mediums to evolve their designs. In this manner, they convey a becoming of 

design. 
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In spite of conveying duration in designer’s process, these abstractions of design 

adopt a static understanding of the real world. Apart from dynamic, kinetic or 

interactive designs, they do not occupy duration in real time and space. And duration 

here refers to the relationship of the designer with the design in their becoming of 

physical form and not the sensual or emotional interactions of people with these 

designs after they are built. They are static objects, artifacts or buildings in the 

conventional sense when they are realities at the end. 

The thesis study, on the other hand, aims to reflect the medium of design that fully 

takes place in reality, i.e. in real time and space, as materialization.  Since DtM deals 

with actual models too, it is important to distinguish between abstract models and 

material models and to understand how abstract models and material models overlap. 

Monks writes: 

A model cannot trigger all possible stories about the modelled object so a 

model is in some way specialised and limited. Of course if all the accounts of 

the model and the object being modelled were the same then the objects 

would be indistinguishable and we might even conclude that they were the 

same object. (Monk, 1998) 

The designer can work in real time and space once there are no specializations or 

limitations to reality, meaning there are not supposition, symbolizations, and 

conceptualizations in design process. This type of working fosters creativity of 

designer beyond giving static shapes to materials. The designer can enter into a 

partnership with materials in their becoming of forms, which their potentials and 

properties allow and support, while occupying duration in reality as well. 

3.2 A Brief History of DtA and DtM 

The importance given to DtA and DtM has had changed in different periods of 

design history. Therefore, they have had different modes of coexistence. The 

presented research firstly identifies what can be considered DtM and DtA in design 

history and then summarizes their mode of coexistence mainly via Pérez-Gomez’s 

(2007) text about the question of representation in architecture, Adamson’s (2010) 

book on crafts and craftsmanship and Kolarevic’s (2003) chapter on the relationship 

between designing and producing within information framework. Although these 
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writings handle the design history from different perspectives, they juxtapose in 

terms of time intervals and general concepts with regard to DtA and DtM. Within the 

framework of DtA and DtM, a brief history can be divided into five periods (Figure 

3.1). As seen in the figure, DtA and DtM are marked with bubbles of light and dark 

gray respectively. The permeability of their boundary shows how connected the two 

mediums are. The figure can be read from top to bottom to represent chronology and 

from left to right to represent which medium comes first in the design process. Here 

it is important to note that, when materialization is separated from abstraction with 

solid lines and comes second from left to right, it means that DtM is merely 

production and does not used as a medium for designing by the designer. 
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Figure 3.1: Timeline of the changing relationship between design through 
materialization (DtM) and design through abstraction (DtA) 

The first period is the period prior to the Renaissance when the building practice 

depended on DtM. The architect was referred to as master builder and “the 

knowledge of building techniques was implicit in architectural production” 

(Kolarevic, 2003). The only abstraction inseparable from materialization was the use 

of templates (Pérez-Gómez, 2007). They were not like the conventional orthogonal 
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drawings with accurate dimensions; they were geometrical and proportional rules 

that made construction possible (Turnbull, 2000). Templates were patterns or molds, 

usually outlined on wood, for masons to cut stone to the required shape (Figure 3.2). 

The figure shows an example of sketches of templates, which were compiled in 

‘model books’ to transfer the know-how of the master builder. 

 

Figure 3.2: Thirteenth century sketch of templates by Villard de Honnecourt 
(Turnbull, 2000) 

In the second period marked as the Renaissance (15th – 17th c.), as a necessity of the 

times, designers needed to turn to ritualistic act of building: theology and cosmology. 

The geometric complexity of projects necessitated drawings (abstractions) prior to 

materialization. Plan, elevation, (the discovery of) perspective and section were the 

key drawings that designers conveyed their ideas with (Pérez-Gómez, 2007) (Figure 

3.3). In this period, Leon Battista Alberti defended the separation of architects and 
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artists from master builders and craftsmen by their superiority in education 

(Kolarevic, 2003). However, the introduction of orthogonal drawings and perspective 

representations did not create a separation of design modes in this period. 

 

Figure 3.3: Cesare Cesariano, edition of Vitrivius, 1521. Illustration of orthographia 
using example of Milan Cathedral (Garcia, 2010) 

The introduction of descriptive geometry in the third period (after the 19th c.), which 

allowed for a systematic reduction of three-dimensional objects to two-dimensions 

(Pérez-Gómez, 2007), caused DtA and DtM to be separated completely. Kolarevic 

(2003) points out that the drawings of the earlier period became contract documents 

between architects, contractors and engineers whose roles were clearly defined. As 

the architect was removed from the construction site, his relationship with the 

materials lessened yielding to an abstraction oriented design approach. The 
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materialization only came afterwards when the architect was finished with the design 

and handed the documents to the contractor. Therefore the role of materialization in 

the design process started to lose its importance and role in the design process3. 

The industrial revolution also demanded the parting of design and labor for speeding 

up processes. Adamson (2010) places further emphasis on the impact of the 

industrial revolution in separation of processes. Although he talks about the 

generalization of crafts “as the application of skill and material-based knowledge to 

relatively small-scale production”, Adamson describes the condition of crafts as valid 

for DtM in architecture among other professions. 

In the fourth period, marked by the twentieth century, this estrangement was 

elaborated through the modern discourse (Pérez-Gómez, 2007). The increasing 

complexity of building design and construction resulted in the further specialization 

of professions, leaving the architect with only the abstract mode of designing. The 

Zeitgeist of modernism yielded to the designer’s loss of control over built materiality 

(Kolarevic, 2003). Oxman (2009) argues that the tectonic approach of modern 

architecture was about structural form and the importance given to materiality as 

structure (tectonics). However, this proposition does not reflect itself in the design 

process. The act of designing still took place in the abstract medium, away from 

materiality. 

                                                
3 The Arts and Crafts Movement was brought about in this period as an opposition to the separation of 
designers from built materiality. Adamson (2010) states, “In response [to industrial revolution], 
reformers and preservationists, most notably those associated with the Arts and Crafts Movement, 
emerged to rescue [crafts]”. Citing from Betjemann, he argues “the Arts and Crafts Movement taste 
for ‘irregularity’ would have perplexed most eighteenth century artisans, who strove to achieve the 
regulated effects that later became associated with machines”. 
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Figure 3.4: Project for a villa in Carthage by Le Corbusier, 1928, interior rendering 
(Heynen, 1999) 

3.3 DtA and DtM after the 1960’s 

After 1960’s with the introduction of computers in design industry, relationship 

between DtA and DtM took a deceiving disposition. It is possible to propose two 

alternating histories leading up to design today in terms of the relationship of DtA 

and DtM and the importance given to both in the design process. 

3.3.1 Connected yet discrete phases of DtA and DtM 

The first history can be explained as the extension of the designer’s role in the early 

twentieth century. Starting from the 1960’s, the advancement of technology for 

design industry has not created a shift in the mindset of the designer with regard to 

how s/he designed. The traditional method of designing through abstraction that was 

brought about in the early twentieth century has been continued, if not more 

emphasized, in the computer environment. While acknowledging the importance of 

computers in education and in practice, mainstream programs with which designers 

create two-dimensional drawings and three-dimensional models only have decreased 
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the time required to produce such deliverables. Designer’s approaches to materiality 

and working practice with materials have not changed since modernism. 

The introduction of digital fabrication techniques in the design industry was one of 

the keystones of the relationship between the designer and the material. Actually, the 

difference between the history summarized under this topic and the one that will be 

summarized under the next one lies in the designer’s reason to use such technologies. 

In the discrete linear phasing of DtA and DtM the CAD/CAM technologies have 

been used in the linear method as well, i.e. first CAD (DtA) then CAM (DtM). The 

first example and the pioneer of this line of inquiry into CAD/CAM integration was 

held in Gehry’s office in the 1980’s during the development of Walt Disney Concert 

Hall project (Glymph, 2003). Glymph explains the design process in the office to 

consist of first, the AutoCAD drafted and hand-cut preliminary formal studies 

together with acoustical studies – all schematic and conceptual abstract design 

processes – and then material and constructional studies, which supports the 

conceptual ideas (Figure 3.5). His words are proof of such linear approach: 

As we were completing the fourth schematic design for the project, we were 

invited to exhibit the design at the Venice Biennale. We were concerned 

about how we were going to build the concert hall and the need to provide a 

proof of concept for the construction. The client group wanted the building to 

be made out of stone; they did not want any “Frank Gehry chain-link, mesh, 

or metal,” which seemed to be the biggest concern they had about hiring 

Gehry. For that reason, we developed all exterior walls as stonewalls. This 

requirement and the geometry intended in the design forced some real 

breakthroughs to happen. (Glymph, 2003) 

As seen from Glymph’s explanation, materiality of the project had not been taken 

into consideration in the schematic design process which also encompassed the 

overall form of the building. Material selection was considered as a step in the design 

process did not affect the building form. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) preliminary formal studies, (b) acoustical studies, (c) material studies 
of Walt Disney Concert Hall by Gehry Architects (Glymph, 2003) 

Although the CAD/CAM integration creates a link between abstraction and 

materiality, it does not promise a material based design inquiry because it can be 

easily used in a linear continuum. In the context of emerging digital fabrication 

practices in architectural applications today, the potential of materials does not 

depend on what they are capable of becoming. Rather, their potential depends on 

what designers want them to be. Professionals have been looking for new ways to 

“tame” materials in their own way through digital fabrication. Materials are seen as 

static beings on which designers can apply any form and of which designers expect 

to comply with their demands. Designers focus more on the conceptual aspect of a 

design that produce a formal language devoid of the material meaning and let the 

engineer to make it possible in the real world.  

Now more than ever, the designer is responsible for the abstraction mode of 

designing of the projects. Moreover, thanks to the advancement of technology, 

almost any design is possible. It is just needed to force a form to a material. 

However, the disconnected relationship between DtA and DtM has also altered the 

designer’s attitude towards materials. S/he no longer needs to think about the 

realization of the project, s/he just needs to draw or model static forms which will be 

forced onto materials later on. 
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It is a fact that computers are instrumental for designers since they brought about 

complexity and speed to the design process. However, the high computing powers of 

computers led designers to think that complexities of material world also became 

calculable in computers. The results of such attempts to create abstract yet ‘real’ 

environments are disappointing (Pérez-Gómez, 2007) and “negligent of the material 

dimension of architecture, its intimate relation to properties like weight, thrust, and 

resistance” (Picone, 2004). 

Oxman (2012) emphasizes a similar problem in digital fabrication, once again form 

is first, material comes second. Therefore, she proposes a material computation 

model which receives its design inputs from material properties and environmental 

effects. She claims that 

The control of material structure and orientation allows for an almost 

unlimited design space in terms of geometrical and topological variation. It 

promotes high levels of functional integration through the assignment of 

graduated properties; it supports the matching between material property 

distribution and continuous load paths; and, finally, it allows the designer to 

consider the possibility of adaptive response, and even real growth. (Oxman, 

2012) 

Oxman’s constructs a valuable and clear theoretical framework for material based 

design and form generation, which is based on material properties. However, the 

theoretical clarity she puts forth is not evident in some of her projects. The 

materiality in some of her projects can be considered a virtual materiality, where real 

entities are analyzed to be regenerated in virtual medium and then to be converted 

back to reality as something totally different -matter wise- than the original analyzed 

entity. Carpal Skin project, as seen in Figure 3.6, is an example of such process. She 

studies animal coating patterns for calculating stiffness variation and in realization of 

the project; she translates those patterns to a totally different medium, acrylic 

composites, in order to build a glove for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. 
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Figure 3.6: "Carpal Skin", prototype for a protective glove whose form-generation 
process is inspired by animal coating patterns by Oxman (URL 2) 

3.3.2 Dissolution of the border between DtA and DtM phases 

As opposed to the discussed estrangement and linear phasing of abstraction and 

materialization in the previous title, there are approaches to design that aim to bring 

together the two realms. These approaches are seen frequently today as the 

advancement of digital technologies provides necessary tools to explore 

materialization and abstraction in continuation. 

Before moving on to how digital technologies are used to bring together abstraction 

and materialization it is important look back at particular examples of abstraction and 

materialization before the advancement of digital technologies. In the following 

examples abstraction or materialization does not dominate one another in search of 

emergence in design process but both act as feedback mechanism to each other. 

One such example is Miguel Fisác’s innovative use of concrete as both structural and 

ornamental (on façades) elements in his buildings (Kudless, 2012) (Figure 3.7). 

Fisác’s works has another significance for the thesis as well, Fisác did not explore 

any material in becoming of form but he experimented with concrete in particular. 

He described how he started to use flexible formwork to take full potential of the 

fluidity of concrete: 

After a decade making exposed concrete, I realized that something was not 

right, because the concrete took on the texture of the planks, as if it were 

wood; so I decided to give it an expression of its own, because if it is a 

material you pour on site when it is still soft, it should have a final 

appearance resembling that fluidity. While I was building Mupag, I asked the 

foreman to use a wooden mould and to tie up some wires like those you use 

to join the reinforcing bars; we put plastic on top of it and set the steel mesh 

between two concrete lifts of about 3cm; when we removed the formwork it 

looked great, a smooth and bright surface as if it were still soft. (Fisac, 2003) 
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Figure 3.7: (a) Teacher Training Center (URL 3), (b) Mupag Rehabilitation Center 
(URL 4) by Fisác 

Concrete, like plaster, is fluid before curing. However, its potential of taking form 

has been overlooked in conventional architectural practice by being cast in rigid 

molds. Fluid materials cast in elastic molds, on the other hand, are in becoming: 

affecting and being affected by the elastic mold. The resulting form is the 

reconciliation of the fluidity of the material with the elasticity of the mold. The 

designer cannot contemplate on or predict the becoming solely by making 

abstractions. S/he needs to make experiments and observe processes in order derive 

design intentions with such materializations. 

Another example of materialization and abstraction having equal importance in the 

design process is Frei Otto’s use of soap films as a foundation to complex tensile 

form studies in Munich Olympic Stadium (URL 4). For this project, Otto studied the 

potential of bubble films taking form inside a three dimensional wireframe. He did 

this to understand how he could build the covering structure above the stadium made 

out of glass and steel cables (Figure 3.8). Although the material of the resulting 

design is different than the one used in experiments, the subject is the study of 

structure in relation to form. Without materialization, any abstraction would not have 

made the form of the construction possible. 
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Figure 3.8: (a) Study of soap films (URL 4), (b) Munich Olympic Stadium (URL 5) 
by Otto 

The last milestone example that will be mentioned in this research is Antoni Gaudí’s 

catenary models for some of his buildings including Sagrada Familia. He built 

hanging chain models with and without weights to simulate the performance of 

arches. This led to the conception of forms of the said arches (Figure 3.9). Similar to 

Otto, Gaudí did not work with the final material during design yet his material design 

study made some of his buildings possible. 

 

Figure 3.9: Catenary models for (a) The Church of Còlonia Güell, (b) La Sagrada 
Familia designed by Gaudí (photographs are taken by the author) 

In all of these three examples, it is seen that materialization and abstraction coexist in 

design processes of the architects. The architects deliberately chose to follow a 

design process that encompasses both modes of designing since it is what made their 

designs possible. The creativity of the architects lies in using a methodology of going 

back and forth between DtM and DtA in order to guide emergence of form through 

explorations. 
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The turning point in CAD/CAM integration with the design process in terms of 

materiality happened in the early 1990’s emerging from Gaudí’s work in Sagrada 

Familia. Sagrada Familia was incomplete at the time of Gaudí’s death but 

fortunately, he had left plaster working models of how he constructed special forms 

he used in the construction of the cathedral, eg. ruled surfaces that emerged from 

sweeping of a line in three-dimensional space. In 1982, and a team was assigned to 

finish the building. After the engagement of Mark Burry in the team in the early 

1990’s, the team started studying the working models left by Gaudí. They made an 

effort to understand how the forms were built and how these forms can be 

regenerated in the computer (Figure 3.10). The absence of advanced modeling 

software at the time led them to create their own tools combining aeronautical 

software and scripting. The team was not only able to recreate the physical plaster 

models in digital environment but also the parametric variations of the forms (Burry 

& Burry, 2006). Through computer integration (as abstraction) remaining parts are 

still being constructed (as materialization). The process of DtM and DtA being 

interwoven changed how the designer relates to his work. 
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Figure 3.10: Top 3 rows: Digital and physical studies of ruled surfaces, Bottom row: 
original plaster model and derived digital model showing triple 
intersection points (Burry & Burry, 2006) 

After 2000, the advancement of digital softwares such as McNeal Rhinoceros 3D and 

digital fabrication technologies such as laser cutter, 3D printer, CNC machines 

brought designers more flexibility to create/produce their own designs. Many groups 

of designers as well as architecture schools emerged in the Zeitgeist of today from 

the pragmatic use of these technologies. 

One of the inspirational examples that benefits from advanced technologies is 

Andrew Kudless’s P-Wall Project (2006), where a wall is made with units of plaster 

having varying surfaces (Figure 3.11). He investigates how plaster takes form in an 

elastic fabric controlled with wooden dowels. He states the importance of the study 

of external forces affecting on the form, which can only be gained through practice –
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therefore physical materiality. First, a team led by Kudless experiments with material 

and surface qualities to understand the material behavior with regard to surface 

quality, and then they create a digital mapping of the approximation of the whole 

surface by locating the dowels. At last they build each component of the wall. 

Talking about the first prototype with flexible formwork, Kudless (2206) claims that 

he thought it was a failure which lacked the perfection he had desired before making 

an experiment. He was able to come in terms with the imperfection caused by the 

fluid material and elastic fabric mold as he continued to make experiments. On the 

imperfections, he states 

I began to realize that I was less interested in achieving a pre-conceived 

“perfect” formal idea and the initially grotesque became not only acceptable, 

but also desirable. That is, through the process of inventing more and more 

complicated ways to attain an ideal form, I realized that the imperfect was 

more interesting as it emerged on its own through very simple constraints. 

(Kudless, 2006) 

Kudless’s explanation of his design process proves how reality can dissociate from 

the ideal and how working with reality can foster the creativity of the designer via 

performing materialized singularities that the idealized form would have never had. 
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Figure 3.11: P-Wall Project: Sketch of high and low density areas, placement of 
dowels to achieve desired densities, wall divided to modules for 
construction, erected wall (above), fabrication sequence (below) 
(Kudless, 2012) 

Achim Menges’s approaches the relationship between material and form through 

morphogenesis and claims that computational morphogenesis can bring about 

“morphological complexity and performative capacity without differentiating 

between form generation and materialisation processes” (Menges, 2007). A series of 

projects that he worked on with Steffen Reichert explore wood’s reaction to water 

concentration within the cell wall and cell lumen. When the water concentration 

decreases in the cell wall there occurs observable shrinkage in wood. Based on this 

principle, they built polygonal components which can react to microclimatic 

humidity changes in the air (Menges & Reichert, 2012). Examples from the 

Hygroscope project can be seen in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Polygonal component (left) (Menges, Reichert, 2012), Hygroscope: 

Meteorosensitive Morphology Project (URL 6) 

3.4 A Proposal for a Materialization and Abstraction Integrated Design Process 

At the turn of the new century, craftsmanship is redefined with integration of DtA 

and DtM. As mentioned earlier, new tools of abstraction and materialization are 

brought about with the advancing CAD/CAM technologies. Designers use these tools 

but do not necessarily confine themselves with them. They also build the tools they 

design with. The immediacy to making (the materialization) and having the scientific 

tools and knowledge (the abstraction) defines the craftsmanship of emerging 

designers of the new century. The thesis situates itself in this medium of continuous 

feedback of abstraction and materialization in search of creativity in design. 

The difference between the given examples and the thesis’ intentions are that the 

examples mentioned take into consideration the material behavior while designing 

but do not turn the becoming of form as something to calculate or design with. The 

material experiments are executed to understand how the end products look like. 

Differently, we focus on how the form emerges under material behavior and use this 

visual knowledge as something to design with. We aim to understand how modes of 

design through computable abstraction can be tuned so that it can adjust itself to 

DtM, overcoming the problem of representing reality and becoming the reality itself. 

An experimental set-up is prepared to model such a design process. We observed 

materialization and abstraction feeding each other continuously without giving a 

hierarchical importance to neither of them so that designer can construct her/his 

abstraction medium and materialization medium for the realization of design (Figure 

3.13). 
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Figure 3.13: Proposed integration of DtA and DtM 
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4. THE MATERIAL AND THE COMPUTABLE BECOMING 

Two sets of plaster casting experiment environments are devised to model the 
proposed abstraction and materialization integrated design process and how these 
experiments can be abstracted for further implementation in digital medium to foster 
designer’s creativity while taking material behavior into account. Firstly, the 
methodology for experiments is introduced. The methodology is comprised of 
materialization selection, abstraction selection and digital implementation of material 
behavior. Then, two sets of experiments are executed within the proposed 
methodology, plaster cast in static molds and plaster cast in dynamic molds. 

4.1 Methodology for Experiments 

The different approaches to matter and to natural phenomena brought about the 

separation of exploration in design process as DtM and DtA as discussed in the 

previous two chapters. The thesis proposes to bring these two design exploration 

mediums together, where exploration in one medium is used as a feedback to the 

other one as a loop. In order to present the idea, guidelines of a modeling 

environment of the study of plaster behavior guided by elastic formwork is 

developed. 

A literature review of relevant literature is presented here under three titles to 

introduce the precedents of the experiments. 

4.1.1 Literature review for fluid materials 

Fluid materials have the potential of taking the form of their mold. However, in the 
traditional architectural practice, these materials are cast in rigid molds, where their 
form becoming is neglected. Nevertheless, apart from the past examples stated 
previously, there are more recent studies on fluid materials that take into 
consideration the fluidity aspect. Elastic molds are used in these examples to study 
how fluid material potential combined with the elasticity of the mold takes form. 
Today, fluid materials and elastics molds is becoming a wide research area that  
International Society of Fabric Forming is established (URL 7) and Conferences on 
Fabric Formwork are organized to emphasize and discuss these aspect of matters. 
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There is an ongoing research in The Centre for Architectural Structures and 
Technologies (CAST), which also held the first conference on the topic. The 
experiments on concrete cast in fabric formwork are spread on topics varying from 
beams, columns to panels and walls. A research is done on precast concrete panels 
(URL 8). The forming behavior is studied on plaster mock up models in small scale 
and then full-scale reinforced concrete projects and studies are executed (Figure 
4.1). 

 
Figure 4.1: Precast concrete panel production at CAST, Manitoba (URL 8) 

Araya and West (2012) study a concrete street furniture bench cast in woven textile. 
For their study, they cast 1:10 plaster model primarily in order to understand the 
form giving potential of the fluid material. They examine the form of the model to be 
able to see if the length of the textile would suffice the needed height of the bench. 
Rhinoceros grasshopper definitions obtained from Bath University, UK and Block 
Research Group, Switzerland are used to determine the approximated form at this 
stage. Later on various strategies are executed to cast concrete on a double curved 
trajectory, which are not the subject matter of this study. Full-scale formwork is 
developed as a result of these studies and the concrete is cast (Figure 4.2). The study 
is a step forward in digital implementation of material properties in anticipation of 
calculating the emerging form before casting in concrete. Therefore it presents a 
value for the thesis. 
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Figure 4.2: Concrete street furniture cast in woven textile; process (Araya, West, 

2012) 

Another group that work essentially on fabric formworks is Block Research Group in 
ETH Zurich. In one of these researches, Veenendaal and Block start by taking Araya 
and West’s (2012) two-dimensional plaster section to create a digital model using 
Rhinoceros and Grasshopper. They compare the digital model and physical section to 
find satisfactory resemblance (Figure 4.3). Later, they define a three-dimensional 
digital model of a vertically sagging elastic mold with Rhinoceros and Python 
scripting taking into consideration the wrinkling behavior of the elastic mold and the 
appropriate paneling of the mold surface. They take their findings and apply it on a 
hypothetical bench construction. They conclude that no digital model can create the 
exact behavior of a physical model and one that would satisfy the needs of the 
designer should be made real-time and interactive (Figure 4.4). 

 
Figure 4.3: Two-dimensional digital model and its comparison to plaster section of 

Araya and West’s study (Veenendaal, Block, 2012) 
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Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional digital model of fluid material cast in fabric 

formwork (Veenendaal, Block, 2012) 

As discussed by Veenendaal and Block, it is hard to construct a digital model that 
can model the physical becoming of matter. However, it is crucial as well for the 
DtA and DtM working model described in this thesis. A physical model that the 
designer can experiment on can create the inputs of a digital model and the digital 
model in return can bring about the visual schemas necessary for the designer to 
design with. The design process is aimed to be reciprocal in order to achieve suitable 
design environment. 

4.1.2 Literature review for visual computation 

In the abstract manner, designers work with drawings of their ideas to foster 

creativity. They communicate visually with their drawings or sketches in the process. 

Stiny and Gips (1972)’s seminal work is the first study that explained the process of 

the designer with a theory of shape computation. They explained shape rules as 

something designers calculated with. The approach, therefore, is fundamental since it 

is the first time that the designer’s design process is formulized computationally 

without overlooking the visual aspect involved in the process. Shape computation 

theory aims to bring out the emergence of new shapes through execution of visual 

rules defined by the designer. 

Later on, Stiny (2009) continued to work on the theory by defining visual schemas. 

On visual schemas, Özkar (2011) states that a schema “is a generalized version of a 

rule. They are more general ways to understand design decisions, processes and 

methods, whereas a visual rule can have more specifications”. Visual schemas are 

valued within the framework of the thesis, as they do not aim to explain specifically 

the right side of the rule but they talk about the potential of it. It can be said that as 

opposed to rules, they do not tell what the shape to be but they draw a framework of 

what the shape can become. The right side of the equation emerges in the process 
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with possibilities of different becomings. An example how visual schemas and visual 

rules work given by Stiny (2011) is of Chinese ice-ray lattice. While the schema for 

the emergence of patterns can be a function of division rules, such as: 

 x " div(x) 

The rules generated from this schema can be various, which requires determining the 

right side of the rule before even applying it, if they are given without their general 

schema. There are infinitely many ice ray patterns that can be obtained with one 

visual schema. However, any determined number of rules could not encompass the 

whole variety of patterns (Figure 4.5). 

 

Figure 4.5: Derivatives of rules generated from one schema (Stiny, 2011) 

The question of how designers design has always been a curious topic. It is also a 

relevant inquiry for the thesis, since it proposes a design process. 

Stiny (2011) addresses these questions of “What rule(s) should I use?”, “Can you tell 

me how to design an x, or what to do next when I’m designing an x?”, “How can I 

cook up rules to match what’s in art and design?”. His responses to these questions 

are through the use of visual schemas essentially. 

The thesis partially answers these questions by using the feedback mechanism of 

DtA and DtM. If the rule, or visual schemas in general, put forth by the designer 
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come from the material properties and the right side of the equation is already 

accepted to be unknown at the beginning, it becomes easier to answer these 

questions. 

Within the framework of this thesis, visual schemas convey not only what they are 

but also the potential that they have of becoming as well to foster creativity and 

emergence. Their potential of becoming comes from the matter, its morphogenetic 

tendencies and properties. Hence, visual schemas can be equipped with forces and 

vectors that show such tendencies and properties. 

The study of the form with respect to matter is an aspect of material morphogenesis 

and it needs careful examination. Since morphogenesis is a continuous process, its 

examination needs to be through continuous representations. 

The existing algebra of the shape computation evaluates shapes in zero, one, two and 

three dimensions. It creates a Euclidean type of abstract representation with discrete 

parts and wholes of points, lines, planes and solids. This idealization of form breaks 

form and matter apart for which in its physicality the form defined on the matter is 

never the ideal. 

It is proposed in the thesis that in order to be able to evaluate material 

morphogenesis, the becoming of form needs to be taken into consideration. Any in-

between form should be extractable from the process where the true emergence lies. 

Therefore it is suggested to use non-Euclidean definitions of form, which do not 

require same or higher dimensional spaces as their references but only themselves.  

It was described in the first chapter that surface plays an important role as the 

mediator between the interior and the exterior of the matter. It is the interface of the 

matter with the exterior world and the contact field between the designer and the 

design. It has its singular points, points of inflections where material emergence 

occurs. 

The proposition of the design process here is twofold. Firstly, it is needed to do away 

with dimensions. The space in which the form is described needs to be equal to the 

form itself in order to work with the physicality of the material morphogenesis. 

Secondly, the form can be talked about via its surface since surface is where the 

visible morphogenesis occurs. This surface can be treated as topography with its 

minima and maxima points and inflection points. 
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4.1.3 Literature review for digital computing of material becoming 

The designers’ aim to digitally compute the becoming of fluid materials is evident 
not only for designers working with fluid materials (as discussed in title 4.1.1) but 
also can be generalized for almost all designers working with any material. Within 
the Zeitgeist of the day, computing material becoming provides advantages of taking 
into consideration many aspects of material properties and tendencies. It should be 
acknowledged that the technology of today does not allow complete modeling of 
material behavior. Designers aim to understand material behavior via material 
experiments and to convey these in a digital model that takes its information from 
reality. 

There are technologies to simulate the environment (like Autodesk Ecotect (URL9)) 
and to make structural analysis (like Karamba (URL 10) and GeometryGym (URL 
11)) for Grasshopper in Rhinoceros). They essentially necessitate an existing design 
to work with. However, the thesis aims to design with computational tools so that it 
is both visual and emergent that fosters creativity of the designer. 

One of such tools is Kangaroo Physics for Grasshopper in Rhinoceros (URL 12) 
developed by Daniel Piker. It does not require a developed design to begin with and 
with the given constraints the forms emerge in the process. 

On Kangaroo Physics, Piker states: 

Kangaroo plug-in for Rhinoceros® and Grasshopper® is a collection of 
algorithms that enable a computer to simulate some aspects of the behaviour 
of real-world materials and objects… It is embedded directly in the computer-
aided design (CAD) environment, enabling geometric forms to be shaped by 
material properties and applied forces and interacted with in real time… Just 
as a craftsman develops a sophisticated feel for a material through time spent 
working with it, if we can interact and play with virtual materials in our CAD 
programs then we can extend our intuition and develop a more sophisticated 
feel for their constraints and possibilities. Through the application of real-
world physics we can make computational tools that really work with us to 
design in a way that is both creative and practical. (Piker, 2013) 

Projects realized using this plug-in for Grasshopper varies in material and approach. 
Some of which can be listed as: (1) nested catenaries of brick laying in Nested 
Catenaries Project by Hensel, Buset and Bover since 2010 (URL 13), (2) active-
bending of green timber in Jukbuin Pavillion Project by CODA in 2013 (URL 14), 
(3) pneumatic tent in blaasstructuur Project by ID52 in 2011 (URL 15). The images 
of the projects can be seen in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.6: Nested Catenaries Phase 02 Project by Hensel, Buset and Bover (URL 

13) 

 
Figure 4.7: Jukbuin Pavillion by CODA (URL 14) 

 
Figure 4.8: blaasstructuur Project by ID52 (URL 15) 

4.2 The Experiments 

4.2.1 Plaster cast in static molds 

4.2.1.1 Constructing the mold 

The first experiment executed to explore becoming form of plaster is static where all 
four sides of the mold are rigid and the base is elastic. This physical set up limits 
form changes in the XY-plane only to allow for changes in the Z-axis for ease of 
observation. The fluid plaster in contact with the elastic part of the mold is prone to 
take form according to forces acting on it. To specify further characteristics of the 
behavior, rigid probes are used that limit movement of the elastic mold (Figure 4.9, 
Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11). The physical experiments are made by pouring plaster in 
the mold described and observed the duration of form taking from the time the liquid 
plaster is poured until it is cured to derive visual schemas (Figure 4.12). The whole 
becoming process of plaster correlates with multiplicities in Deleuze’s philosophy. 
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They are juxtapositions of possible becomings of forms therefore it is crucial to 
capture the possible becomings along the process. Hence, each experiment is 
recorded on video. Screenshots of videos can be found under Appendices A-D. 

The probes act as singularities in Deleuze’s philosophy that are totally personal (as 
their existence and placement are decided upon by the designer) and they form 
turning points in the becoming form where the curvature of the studied plaster 
section changes direction. The analyses of the changing sections of cured plaster are 
delivered here. But it should be noted that there are infinitely many possible sections 
from time 0 (staring condition) to time n (after plaster is cured in the mold). 

 
Figure 4.9: Diagram of the assembly of mold for the physical model with static 

probes  (on the left), form in becoming when plaster is poured in the 
mold (on the right) 
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Figure 4.10: Laser cut rigid mold 

 
Figure 4.11: Laser cut rigid mold with elastic base 

 
Figure 4.12: Rendered areas of the observed changes in the sections for four 

experiments 
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4.2.1.2 Visual schemas of becoming forms 

After curing, the sections of the plaster are examined to derive visual schemas. 
Weight algebras are introduced to represent the material properties as part of these 
visual schemas. 

The study avoids defining too specific shape rules in order not to achieve 
deterministic results. Instead, labels and weights are defined to represent the features 
and forces that allow the shapes to emerge. Labels specify where the probes are 
placed along the elastic mold (Figure 4.13). Weights specify the actual weight of the 
plaster as a force that is exerted on the elastic mold (Figure 4.14). Although weight 
forces are distributed along the section, the places of the weights indicate centers of 
mass where curve changes direction between probes or probes and ends of the elastic 
mold. While defining a visual rule for the placement of weights an abstract weight 
function is actually assigned to them. The function for the weight of the plaster is 
affected by two parameters: 1) quantity of the plaster, 2) viscosity of the plaster. 
Defining the place of weights with regard to probes is part of the process. As seen in 
Figure 4.12, sections change based on the place and number of probes. Probes play a 
role in how weight is distributed. 

 
Figure 4.13: Rule 1 - Insertion of probe label 

 
Figure 4.14: Rule 2 - Indicator of material weight 

Additionally, an observation rule is defined that renders the changing area when the 
plaster is poured in the mold until it is cured (Figure 4.15), as well as a derivation 
rule that shows the possible sections that emerge when plaster is taking form, i.e. 
possible stops in the duration of becoming (Figure 4.16). The derivation rule shows 
that there are infinitely many sections that the designer can choose from while 
pouring the plaster in the mold by stopping to pour more material. The process of 
applying the rules is shown as a continuous visual computation (Figure 4.17). 
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Figure 4.15: Rule 3 - Changing section according to applied forces when plaster is 

poured 

 
Figure 4.16: Rule 4 - Deriving possible sections in becoming 

 
Figure 4.17: Two possible applications of rules in the process 

These rules are abstractions of real material behavior. As designing is primarily 
visual, these rules and schemas help designers interpret what they see in their 
designs. Once the designer establishes these rules by examining material becoming, 
s/he may continue designing with these abstractions. They also help constructing 
digital implementations of material experiments. 

4.2.1.3 Digital computation of material informed forms 

The section of the poured plaster that is in contact with the elastic mold with regard 
to label, weight, observation and derivation rules are analyzed in order to gather 
information about how the section can be interpreted so that it can be translated to 
the digital medium. The analysis follows the use of extremas and inflection points as 
topographical features as introduced by Cache (1995). As in non-Euclidian 
geometry, variations on the surface can be explained through curvature. It is 
observed in the section that there emerge extrema points due to labels and weights. 
These extrema points are where the curve changes direction. Labels create maximum 
extremas and weights create minimum extremas. There occur second order 
emergences along the section of the plaster, which are the inflection points. 
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Inflection points are zero curvature points where curvature of a curve or surface 
changes direction (Figure 4.18). 

 
Figure 4.18: Analysis of the section for digital implementation 

The rules derived from visual schemas and analyses of these visual schemas are 
useful in digital implementations. Labels and weights indicate the parameters of the 
digital set-up. While labels show the placement of the restrictions in the digital 
model, weights include the information of where each center of mass is along the 
section as well as parameters of mass and viscosity. The analysis of the physical 
model shows that the digital section should also follow the limits of labels 
(maximum extremas) and weights (minimum extremas). It is then possible to initiate 
a digital becoming with a digitally constructed initial section. The becoming can be 
documented in relation to the observation rule. There are then infinitely many 
possible sections in the process, one or many of which can be selected by the 
designer as in the derivation rule. 

An example digital implementation of plaster forming in elastic mold of first 
experiment without the probe is prepared in Rhinoceros’ Grasshopper plug-in using 
Kangaroo Physics (Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.19). The screenshots of the model can 
be found under Appendix E. The definition of the model uses a linear element (the 
starting section of the elastic mold), divides it into smaller fragments and applies a 
force in z-axis with a given coefficient. The force with the coefficient comes from 
the indicator of material weight. Therefore, the amount of the force is in direct 
correlation with the observed changing section. A model using the probes have not 
been prepared, however, the probe label would be implemented as anchor points in 
Rhinoceros model. 
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Figure 4.19: Grasshopper definition of digital model 

 
Figure 4.20: Digital model created in Kangaroo Physics, Grasshopper 

4.2.2 Plaster cast in dynamic molds 

4.2.2.4 Constructing the mold 

Plaster cast in elastic molds with static probes is a starting step in understanding 
material behavior. Although the final plaster form is not predetermined in static 
experiments, it is still possible to make a vague approximation of what it would be 
like. Emergence is limited to the depth of the section. 

In order to increase emergence aspect and indeterminacy of material behavior 
another set of experiments are prepared with dynamic probes. In contrast to static 
experiments, vaguely or otherwise, designers cannot predict the final form of the 
plaster sections. 
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Main principles of the dynamic experiment setup are same as the static one: rigid 
mold restricts plaster spread in XY-direction while elastic mold lets plaster take form 
in Z-direction. 

The first setup was similar to static molds; only the plane on which the probe stood 
was moved with a small servo motor. An example section of this setup can be 
observed under Appendix F. However, the probe arm could not overcome the force 
exerted by the curing plaster and servo motor could not fulfill the desired movement 
because 1) it was not powerful enough to move the probe under curing plaster, 2) the 
distance that the probe could travel were to be converted into radial movement to 
linear movement, which required more complex calculation. 

The second setup was developed keeping these considerations in mind. The probe 
arm problem is solved by totally eliminating the probe arm and by minimizing the 
probe to a linear element. The motor problem is solved by replacing the servo motor 
with a stepper motor. The used stepper motor is more powerful than the previously 
used servo motor. The distance the probe travels can be easily calculated, since 
stepper motor accepts step command, total distance is the multiple of this step 
distance (Figure 4.21).  

The stepper motor is connected to a computer via Arduino Uno board and a simple 
script controls the movement of the motor. Motor moves the probe in an interval 
back and forth and the interval is diminished at certain laps until zero so that the 
cured plaster is not forced beyond it can endure without losing its chemical property. 
The script contains the following parameters for this movement; the speed of the 
motor, the starting step number and the number of laps before diminishing step 
number. The Arduino Uno script can be seen in Appendix H, containing the values 
used for the example experiment, whose video screenshots can be found under 
Appendix G. The values of these numbers affect the working time of the stepper 
motor until it stops. The timing of the stop is crucial since the movement should not 
cease before curing and it should not continue after curing. The observations show 
that an approximate of seven minutes is appropriate. 
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Figure 4.21: The assembly of the dynamic mold (on the left), and the becoming of 

the form when plaster is poured and probe is moved 

4.2.2.5 Visual schemas of becoming forms 

The nature of the experiment, therefore the visual rules and schemas relating to this 
behavior, changes with the dynamic probe. Therefore, rule derivation logic and 
sequence show dissimilarities to static experiment. 

Probe label rule is fragmented to three degrees. Plaster is poured before starting the 
movement of the probe. Consequently, the first-degree probe label rule follows the 
same principal as the static probe label rule: it signifies where the probe rests before 
the plaster is poured (Figure 4.22). The second-degree probe label rule shows the 
pouring of the plaster while initiating the probe movement (Figure 4.23). 
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Figure 4.22: Rule 1.1 - Insertion of initial probe label 

 
Figure 4.23: Rule 1.2 - Pouring plaster while initiating movement of probe 

As the probe starts moving back and forth it changes location, resulting in a rendered 
line rather than a point on the section. Thirty-nine pairs of snapshots are derived from 
the video of the process to study this movement. Each pair is selected to show the 
movement interval of the probe going back and forth. The rendered areas of the 
sections, which are shown with gray color, are juxtaposed to visualize the total 
movement of the probe and the final section of the plaster is marked with red color 
(Figure 4.24.a). It is seen in the visual that the final section is not in the center of the 
darkest gray area. Another visual shows the last twelve pairs which affect the 
emergence of the final section (Figure 4.24.b). It is concluded that the movement of 
the probe affects the final section only after the curing process of the plaster starts. 

 
Figure 4.24: (a) Juxtaposition of rendered sections, (b) Juxtaposition of twelve 

relevant pairs that affect the formation of the final plaster section 

According to the studied movement of the probe, the third-degree probe label rule is 
derived using only the pairs that affect the final emergent form of the plaster. The 
label, then, does not touch the plaster section at one point but along a line (Figure 
4.25). 
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Figure 4.25: Rule 1.3 - Signifying probe label that affects the final form of the 

plaster section 

Derivation of the weight rule for dynamic experiment necessitates further exploration 
than static experiment. As described above, weight label signifies the actual weight 
force that is exerted on the elastic mold and it goes through the center of mass 
between probe label and the ends of the section, which overlaps with the midpoint of 
the distance between them as well. However, It is seen on the cured plaster with 
dynamic probe that the location of the center of mass do not coincide with the 
midpoint of the distance of probe from each end of the section. The locations of the 
center of mass, hence the weight indicator, move towards probe (Figure 4.26). The 
tendency of the weight indicator is known before experimenting, however its exact 
location cannot be foreseen. Consequently, weight rule is defined after curing as seen 
in Figure 4.27. 

 
Figure 4.26: The location of center of masses move towards probe label 

 
Figure 4.27: Rule 2 - Indicator of material weight 

Signifying an observation rule and derivation of possible sections rule is almost 
impossible and unnecessary since there are infinitely many possibilities that emerge 
during the experiment, the resulting section being only one of them. What is more, 
observation is already embedded in the process of rule definition of the probe label 
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and the weight. The process of applying the derived rules is shown as a continuous 
visual computation (Figure 4.28). 

 
Figure 4.28: Process of application of rules 

4.2.2.6 Digital computation of material informed forms 

The section of the poured plaster in contact with the elastic mold is analyzed with 
regard to label and weight rules for interpretation of the section in order to translate 
its behavior to the digital medium. Cache (1995)’s extrema points are used to derive 
meaning from the analysis. Curvature plays an important role in the interpretation. 
Maximum extrema points occur due to probe label. However, the minimum extrema 
points do not coincide with the weight as it happens in static experiments. They 
move closer to the location of probes along the section (Figure 4.29). Nonetheless, a 
proportional similarity is found between both sides of the probe. In the analysis, 
symbols a and d signify the distances between the weights and the midpoints of the 
length of section ends and probe. Symbols b and c are the distances between the 
weights and minimum extrema points. The proportion a/b and d/c are found to be 
equivalent. 

One significant deviation from the static experiment is found to be that four instead 
of three control points make a curve between section ends and probe, which means 
that the curvature is not symmetrical along the minimum extrema axis. A possible 
digital implementation for dynamic experiments is not prepared in Kangaroo 
Physics, as the said digital medium does not contain the complex function for a 
moving hinge while letting strings become static in the formation process as it 
happens in the real physical experiment. 

 
Figure 4.29: Analysis of the section for digital implementation 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The design culture today invests significant value to abstraction in the design 
process, separating it from materialization. However, materialization should play an 
important role in design, just as abstraction, since designing cannot do away with 
reality and existence. Therefore, the research presented here has aimed to open a 
debate about material aspect of design process. The issue is held philosophically, 
historically and designerly. 

The starting point of the discussion is Bergson’s (1912) categorization of ways of 
knowing things: moving around the object and entering into the object. Applying this 
to design practice, moving around the object is signified with abstraction (being – 
symbolism, representation, etc.) and entering into the object is indicated with 
materialization (becoming – uniqueness, duration, etc.). If abstractions are static and 
materializations are dynamic, there appears a duality in the way designers design. 

The philosophical standpoint of the study is close to new materialism which assigns 
material an ontological dynamism and a morphogenetic potential. If material is 
accepted to be active and to have form-taking potentials inherent in its properties, the 
designer cannot just design abstract forms and impose it on material later. S/he 
should work with material in design process as well, not only to be true to material 
but also to nurture her/his creativity. The emergence of forms cannot be foreseen 
without working with materials. Practical knowledge and experience of material can 
play into creativity. 
Two methods of designing are introduced: design through abstraction (DtA) and 

design through materialization (DtM). In DtA, the designer takes the reality, 

abstracts one or more aspects of it and works with these data in the search of 

creativity. In DtM the designer does not break ties with the physical reality of design 

and works with physical matter in the search of creativity. DtA and DtM are 

evaluated historically according to how designers have worked throughout time. 

Milestones of the changing relationship or importance are noted leading up to the 

computer age. Whereas it is easier to classify earlier times (with few exceptions 

standing out), it is harder today to identify a generalizable attitude to DtA and DtM. 

There are varied attitudes. On one hand, designers keep with the tradition of the early 
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twentieth century modernism, keeping DtA a priority in design. On the other hand, 

designers chose to practice DtM and DtA in a more closely related fashion. Their 

approach is also enhanced recently by the developing technology and computability. 

The thesis proposes a conjunct design process of DtM and DtA where both can feed 

from each in search of creativity and emergence. 

The becoming process of a plaster cast in elastic mold is constructed to test the 
proposed process. The model makes use of both abstraction and materialization 
processes. The important aspects of the experiments are the following: 

• Plaster cast in elastic molds: Plaster is used to emphasize the becoming nature 
of materials as it takes shape of the mold it is cast in. Elastic mold enables the 
expansion of plaster. Two sets of experiments, named as static and dynamic 
with regard to the existence or absence of probe movement, are prepared to 
show how designers can define the form of the plaster via probes. Movement 
is found to be crucial as it reduces anticipation and enhances the emergence 
of resulting forms. 

• Visual computation: The surface of a material is where form becomes visible 
and it is the interface between the material and the designer. Therefore, the 
surface of the cast plaster that is in contact with the elastic mold is inquired 
into. The middle section, which shows the same characteristics with the 
surface, is extracted to derive visual rules. Rules for probe label, rules of 
weight, rules for observation and rules for deriving possible becomings are 
constructed. 

• Computability of material becoming: Visual rules are juxtaposed on the 
section of the plaster to note the minima and maxima points and inflection 
points. These points not only help to understand how the material behaves but 
also create the groundwork for a digital implementation via non-Euclidean 
geometries. Kangaroo Physics plug-in is used to construct a digital model of 
the very first experiment. 

The results of the suggested design process are successful in terms of conveying: 

• The integration of DtA and DtM actually provide a better understanding of 
abstraction with regard to materialization and vice versa. Without casting 
plaster in elastic molds, any rule to define plaster form would be only visual 
and it would be contemplating without evidence. Without defining visual 
rules, any material experiment would lack the understanding of the properties 
and behavior of the material that makes the particular form emerge. 
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Designing with materials would be a tacit work that could only take place via 
physical experiments. 

• Fluid materials (plaster in the case of the thesis) are suitable for 
understanding the emergence in the process of designing, since their form 
when cast in elastic molds cannot be foreseen without actually working with 
them. The material study can be further extended to include concrete as well 
as other materials with strong tendencies to embody intrinsic properties 
which would lead to aid the creativity of the designer via emergence. 

• Visual computation is instrumental not only for abstract designing processes 
but also for understanding how materials behave as well. They help to 
interpret what designers see in their experiments and to design with what they 
learn from them. 
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APPENDIX A 

 
Figure A.1: Mold No.1 - static physical model 
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APPENDIX B 

 
Figure B.1: Mold No.2 - static physical model 
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APPENDIX C 

 
Figure C.1: Mold No.3 - static physical model 
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APPENDIX D 

 
Figure D.1: Mold No.4 - static physical model 
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APPENDIX E 

 
Figure E.1: Mold No.1 - digital model 
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APPENDIX F 

 
Figure F.1: Mold No.5 - dynamic physical model 
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Figure F.1: Mold No.5 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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APPENDIX G 

 
Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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Figure G.1: Mold No.6 - dynamic physical model (continued) 
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APPENDIX H 

 

#include <Stepper.h> 

#define STEPS 200 

Stepper stepper(STEPS, 9, 10); 

 

int steps = 0; 

int noOfStepsToChangeDirection = 20; 

int noOfDirectionChangeToDecreaseSteps = 61; 

int directionChangeCounter = 0; 

int stepSize = 10; 

int stepPin = 9; 

int dirPin = 10; 

int pos  = 0; 

int ms1Pin = 5; 

int ms2Pin = 6; 

int ms3Pin = 7; 

int dir = 0; 

int step = 0; 

 

void setup() { 

stepper.setSpeed(80); 

Serial.begin(9600); 

} 

 

void loop() { 

if(noOfStepsToChangeDirection == 0) { 

return; 

} 
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 if( steps > noOfStepsToChangeDirection ) { 

steps = 0; 

stepSize = stepSize * -1; 

directionChangeCounter++; 

if(directionChangeCounter >= noOfDirectionChangeToDecreaseSteps) { 

noOfStepsToChangeDirection--; 

directionChangeCounter = 0; 

} 

} 

stepper.step(stepSize); 

steps++; 

} 
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